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Abstract: This article presents the results of the author’s study on the history of censorship bodies in the
Soviet period of "Stalinism." Availability of previously classified information in the archives allows
investigating various aspects of professional activity of censors. Today, the science of history has no clear
answer on the place of Glavlit (the Main Office for the Protection of the State Secrets against Press, Literature
Administration and Censorship Office) in the system of political control over the population of Soviet Russia.
The author considers logical to attribute Glavlit to the typical Soviet institutions, which research allows
understanding how the power system in the USSR was organized. The work has reconstructed the practice of
socialist competition in local Glavlit offices. Relevance of the study is also explained by the fact that a number
of modern scientific papers on the subject of professionalism of Glavlit personnel investigate only the inner side
of the problem. The socialist competition in the bodies of censorship should be considered as the most
important external component in the system of censors training. The paper suggests that the competition was
a kind of outlet, through which the provincial censors could position themselves and even solve their daily
problems. The article is based on a variety of sources, which were first introduced in the scientific turnover.
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INTRODUCTION 1930s, the censors were working in complete isolation

Modern historiography is annually updated with governing body - Uralobllit. The superiors of the regional
interesting scientific publications on the history of office (A.D. Oslonovsky, M.R. Lange and P.P. Bazhov)
censorship in Russia [1]. The research interest in the attempted to establish a system of planned vocational
study of Soviet censorship bodies, the General training of the employees of district and county offices,
Administration  of  literature   and   publishing  (Glavlit), but did not succeed. Alarming signals from the field
has increased significantly, which allows speaking about became  more  and  more  frequent  at  the  turn  of  the
the prospects of development of story lines within this 1920-1930's. The quality of work of the district censorship
theme [2]. The openness of the previously top-secret decreased and, the number of "political and ideological
archival documents today encourages historians to study breakthroughs" in the mass media increased [5]. A similar
Glavlit personnel and practices of their professional situation was observed in other regions as well. So in the
activities [3]. However, it should be stated that beyond number 8 (1934) of the Bulletin of Glavlit of RSFSR and the
the known works there is still a lot of issues to be Office of Military Censorship, the periodical intended for
resolved. One of those unexplored themes is the problem internal use, the deputy chief of the sector of the regional
of the inner and outer identity of the provincial offices of inspection of Glavlit A.V. Orlov listed the regional offices
Glavlit at the stage of their institutionalization. By the of Glavlit, where there was a crisis situation, namely
example  of  the story of the Ural offices of Glavlit present "Sverdlovsk, Azov and Black Sea and Voronezh offices"
the results of our study. [6].

The first offices of Glavlit, General Administration of In the first half of the 1930’s, the leaders of Glavlit
literature and publishing houses, appeared in the Urals began to actively promote the idea of improving the
already in the fall of 1922 [4]. From then and till the early Bolshevist vigilance and professionalism in the

from each other, having a direct relationship only with the
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censorship business. In the departmental materials the guidance on censorship work at various regional meetings
topic of illiteracy liquidation, self-learning and of newspapers editors, district committees of the
professional development became more and more explicit communist party and specialized departments. With this,
and isolationism of censors and their "depersonalization" instructions of Gorky Kraylit reach high efficiency and
was condemned. In 1934, Head of Glavlit B.M. Volin flexibility" [6, p. 7]. Thus, we can speak of a rating
formulated the upcoming changes as follows. "You component in the system of operational control over
cannot fulfill the duty of censor in a truly qualified matter, Glavlit regional offices. In addition to dividing by the
not knowing exactly how to secure the country from "strong" and "weak", "foremost" and "lagged", the
divulging military and economic secrets. It is necessary to management of RSFSR Glavlit introduced other criteria:
be literate and to learn; you have to be an activist of the quality of planning activities of Obllit, the parameters of
party and constantly improve knowledge..." [6, p. 3]. "technical" instruction and its result, interaction with
Inspector of Glavlit E.M. Novikova suggested a succinct other Soviet organizations and etc. Constantly updated
definition: "To master the technique of the job is a database, obtained in particular from the workers of the
mission of the chiefs of district offices" [6, p. 7]. It was Territory Inspectorate, allowed introducing and testing
supposed  to  solve  the  p roblem in a number of ways. various innovations in the system of vocational education
The most widespread and the least costly method was and censors training programs. One of the main
training courses at the meetings of employees of regional innovations was the socialist competition.
offices of Glavlit. In the territory of the Ural region the first It is well known that the socialist competition in the
series of courses was conducted in the winter - autumn Soviet  economy  was  a  business card of the era [8].
1933. In the second half of the 1930s, the Ural regional These trends have not bypassed the censorship bodies.
offices first conducted special programs of short-term In this case, we should still take into account such
training for staff censors and distance learning programs circumstances as the closeness of Glavlit and its bodies
for part-time employees and introduced "testing" projects and security and secrecy of the censors’ work. Finally, the
and methods of current performance appraisal for the blind adoption of the methodologies for socialist
personnel. The above technologies were part of internal competition from other Soviet institutions, whose
"local" network in the emerging system of training activities were open, could significantly increase the risks,
censors. In parallel with the internal programs the external in particular, of the disclosure of state secrets. A great
network developed that is a very important point, and hard work with the leadership and the party
overlooked by some researchers today. So, a recent organizations of Krayobllits was required. In this context,
publication of M.S. Vinogradov describes only the it is logical that the first contracts on socialist competition
technology of "local" network [7]. were set up between the teams of Obllit party

The external network was created, of course, on the organizations and other party organizations of the CPSU
initiative of Glavlit. The first step was the establishment of (b). For example, in mid-January 1934 in the city of
Regional Inspectorate of RSFSR Glavlit in 1934. Sverdlovsk such agreement was concluded between the
According to the "Regulations on the regional communist party organization of Sverdlovsk Obllit and the
inspection" each inspector was assigned to specific party organization of the regional party publishing house
region or territory - Kraylit and Obllit. The tasks of the [4, p. 136]. The Communist Party organizations of Obllits
inspectors were as follows: management of the designated were obviously in charge of including the practical issues
region, study of the state of censorship in the regions and of signing and implementation of agreements on socialist
organization of specific assistance to local Obllits. competitions between the Krayobllits in the agenda of the
Sverdlovsk Obllit established by reorganization of party meetings.
Uralobllita in the end of January 1934, was among the However, the decision on the conclusion of an
krayobllits, subordinated to the chief of the sector of the agreement on socialist competition between Krayobllits
Territory Inspectorate E. Ivanova. In the same group the was initially made by Glavlit on the recommendation of
first place belonged to Gorky Kraylit. We think that it was Regional Inspectorate. With this in mind, Glavlit’s
not accidental. In the above issue of the "Bulletin of the decision on the conclusion of the contract between Gorky
RSFSR Glavlit" the Kraylit personnel was recognized as Kraylit and Sverdlovsk Obllit in the beginning of February
one of the strongest by the leaders. A.V. Orlov wrote 1934 seems logical. In this case, Kraylit had to perform the
"Others should follow the example of Gorky Kraylit. function of a "tug" and help out the Sverdlovsk office
Kraylit very extensively uses every opportunity to give from the crisis. Our hypothesis is indirectly confirmed by
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the wording of objective in the contract, "a contract for city offices only fourteen entered in socialist competition.
socialist competition is concluded for better preparation In the order dated July 17, 1934 and addressed to censors,
of work on Soviet censorship" [4, p. 137]. Head of Sverdlovsk Obllit S.I. Tuban demanded that his

The  agreement  specifically stated that the socialist subordinates strictly fulfill obligations under the plan of
competition  had  to  be carried out "in the field of both socialist competition. At the same time the resolution of
pre-  and  further political and ideological and military and the regional meeting of workers of the Sverdlovsk Obllit
economic control." The agreement contained obligations was published and once again brought up the issue of
of Kraylit and Obllit. One of these obligations was the low level of "political" training of Ural censors. The
strict performance by the censors of a monthly scope of solution of the problem was entrusted to the censors
work on preliminary control in the amount of 120 to 150 themselves: they were required to raise their theoretical
sheets  and  on  follow-up  -  no  less   than   500  sheets. level through training in the evening, "com-universities"
A separate clause stipulated an obligation to provide full and study groups of "Leninism."
control over the publishing houses in the Sverdlovsk In turn, the party organization of Sverdlovsk Obllit
Region and the Gorky Territory. Sverdlovsk Obllit, in discussed the issues of realization of the obligations
particular, ensured the organizations of a daily account of under the contract for socialist competition with Gorky
censors’ assignments. Obllits introduced the "boards of Territory office only three times for the period from
honor" for stimulating "high achievers, - workers who summer to autumn 1934 and twice in 1935. After the
have completed 100% of their routine, as well as the general meaningless phrases in the operative part of the
"boards of disgrace" where the data about the omissions, protocols of the party meetings the real situation
errors and abuses of workers of the Urals censorship was gradually became clear. Finally, in the resolution of
entered from then on. Censors who found themselves in Sverdlovsk Obllit dated June 27, 1935, censors accepted
"black boards" (boards of disgrace) could soon lose their the  results  of   socialist   competition   unsatisfactory.
jobs, or be exposed not only to the reprimand at the party The resolution said in particular: "We have a number of
meeting, but even criminal prosecution. In the conclusion open commitments under the contract with Gorky
of the contract it was stated, "By entering into this Territory: less qualified employees have not been
contract on socialist competition Gorky Kraylit and attached to the more qualified ones, self-study of the
Sverdlovsk Obllit are obliged to strengthen revolutionary districts has not been performed, not sufficient efforts
vigilance and to eliminate lack of personal responsibility have been made to select and employ the best personnel
in the district offices and formal and bureaucratic methods and there are no reviews on newly published literature."
of work," [9]. By the way, the place of Glavlit in the Consequently, the Gorky territory office failed to fulfill the
contract was defined as a "referee" in the relationship function of a tug. Unfortunately, we do not have the
between the parties. documents of the Gorky territory office and can only make

Having signed a contract with the Gorky Kraylit in the assumptions about the causes of the contract failure.
the middle of February 1934, the management of First, it is the lack of systematic follow-up of the contract
Sverdlovsk Obllit initiated the "internal" socialist both by the leaders of the territory Obllits, Regional
competition, i.e. competition directly between district and Inspectorate of RSFSR Glavlit and of the "arbiter".
city offices of Sverdlovsk region. Fifty district and city Secondly, it is the failure of the party organization of
offices were divided into pairs and received action plans Sverdlovsk  Obllit  to  convey  the importance of the
for the year. This, in the opinion of the head of Obllit S.I. epoch-making moment to the ordinary participants of
Tubanov, was to speed up the transfer of professional socialist competition (by the way, members of the CPSU
skills in the bottom link of the district censorship. (b)). Third, not only organizational, but financial

After the initial organizational events the ardor of difficulties as well prevented the territory offices and
Sverdlovsk censors began to decline. Chiefs of city and Obllit from joint activities (meetings, exchange of
district offices did not rush to enter into contracts for delegations, business trips). The budgets of the
various reasons. In some areas (Pervouralsk, Shali, censorship bodies included such costs only from 1939
Okhansk) censorship was performed by by-workers who [10].
had not been approved for the positions by Obllit. In the Despite the first unsuccessful experience the practice
Komi-Permiak  County  the  Head of the county office of the socialist completions with participation of the Ural
could not find a common language with the local Obllits continued. Sverdlovsk Obllit declared its readiness
authorities. As a result by July 1, 1934, of 50 district and for  the  competition  with  Gorky  territory  office for a few
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more years. The final results were announced at the CONCLUSION
meeting of the party organization of Obllit on December
26, 1939. One by one the results of socialist competition On the basis of the above put forward the following
were criticized by several workers. "The administration of opinions. First, competition in the censorship business is
our institutions does not lead the socialist competition, an experimental technology, implemented by the
the work is neither controlled nor inspected," said political Bolsheviks   in    the   spirit   of   socialist  modernization.
editor A.A. Krotkikh. The authorized representative of In pre-revolutionary institutional censorship practice
Obllit in the newspapers "Voskhod Kommuny" and there had been nothing alike.
"Kolkhozny Put’” M.T. Turygin noted: "The competition Second, the practice of socialist competition in the
here has not been deployed and the profile of indicators Glavlit bodies should be seen as a crucial component of
has not been developed. We do promote the best the external network in the system of vocational training
workers" [4, p. 137]. At another Party meeting on January of censors. The study found out that in the areas where
26, 1940, the chairperson, the representative of Obllit T.A. the Obllit representatives actively participated in the
Tyukaleva expressed the idea that was shared by all those competitions with colleagues from other areas, the
present:  "The  competition last year was performed on performance indicators (amount of politico-ideological
paper;  there  was  no  active  verification of agreements" "breakthroughs", the disclosure of military and economic
[4, p. 137]. At the same time party organization of secrets in the press, the application of disciplinary
Sverdlovsk Obllit continued to periodically declare the penalties to censors; successful certification on a secret
importance of the practice of socialist competition. records management, etc.) were much higher.

By the end of 1930’s, the process of Third,  the   technology   of   socialist  competition
institutionalization of the Ural Glavlit bodies actually was  introduced  by  Glavlit   leadership   and   in  the
ended. In November 1938, Perm (Molotovsky) Obllit was 1930's this initiative in the field did not cause sympathy of
formed. Permian censors were separated from the staffing the employees of the lower levels. In this case, we argue
structure of the Sverdlovsk Obllit as an independent that since the mid-1930s the managers and party
agency. Already in the beginning of 1939 the organizations  of  the  territory offices admitted the
administrative apparatus of the Perm Obllit headed by potential  of  this  political phenomenon and thereby
M.N. Permyakova, challenged colleagues from Kirov began to position their institution among other Soviet
Obllit for socialist competition. According to the results, institutions.
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